1. INTRODUCTION We consider the ring R = ]R [xt, ... ,xt] of Laurent polynomials with real coefficients in the variables XI"'" x k and its positive cone R+ = ]R+ [xt, ... , xt] . Letting]R++ denote the positive reals, we also have the set R++ = ]R++ [xt ' ... ,xt] of polynomials with positive coefficients, so that R+ = R++ U {O}. We say that pER is numerically positive if p gives a positive value whenever we substitute positive numbers for XI' ... , x k ' that is, if P(XI' ... , x k ) > 0 for XI ' ... , x k > O. Every element of R++ is numerically positive; however, there are numerically positive polynomials that are not elements of R++ . This distinction lies at the heart of the paper; we will discuss it in greater detail in §2.
Let B be a square matrix over R+ . Whenever we substitute positive numbers for XI"'" x k ' we get a nonnegative real-valued matrix. We assume that the matrix resulting from one, hence every, such evaluation is irreducible Thus, P is algebraic over R. We assume P has degree one; that is, we consider the case pER. This is a significant case. For instance, for any P E R++ , we obtain numerous examples of matrices with P B = P by simply requiring that B have its row (or column) sums equal to p. There are also many examples of B with P B E R\R+ (see [D] ). Since PER, the entries of the adjoint Adj(PI -B) belong to R. Moreover, by Perron-Frobenius theory [Se] , the entries are numerically positive and any column r of Adj(PI -B) satisfies Br = pr. So, as an immediate consequence of Perron-Frobenius theory, we find an eigenvector r whose entries are numerically positive polynomials. One of the main purposes of this paper is to show that B has an eigenvector whose entries lie in R++ .
In order to better describe our results, let us agree to call a polynomial pER Handelman if there exists q E R++ such that the product qp E R++. This is one of the equivalent formulations of Handelman [H 1] ; in §2, we will take a more verifiable condition as the definition of a Handelman polynomial and recall from [H 1] the equivalence of that definition to the criterion we have just given. Returning to B, what we actually establish is that the entries of Adj (PI -B) are Handelman. Intimately tied with this are facts concerning submatrices of B: A square matrix A is a submatrix of B if its indexing set S is a subset of that of B and, for I, J E S, the polynomials A (I, J) and B(I, J) -A(I, J) are Handelman or zero. Letting A be such a matrix, we show the following (Theorem 1). The nonzero entries of Adj(PI -A) are Handelman. If A is irreducible, every entry of Adj(PI -A) is Handelman. If A =1= B then XA(P) = det(pI -A) is Handelman.
In fact, we can relax the requirement that B be over R+ and allow its nonzero entries to be Handelman. Note that we require P = P B to be a polynomial, but no restriction is imposed on P A • Following the preliminaries of §2, Theorem 1 is proved in § §3 and 4. Among the results established in the course of this proof is the fact that P itself is Handelman.
Our interest in these positivity issues arises from problems in ergodic theory. As explained in [H2], these issues also relate to areas such as operator theory, Ktheory, and probability. Theorem 1 may also be regarded as generalizing parts of Perron-Frobenius theory from (JR, JR+) to (JR[xt, ... , x;] 
Although a construction used in the proof of Theorem I is closely related to [MT] , the treatment given in § §2-4 is self-contained. We hope this will make § §2-4 accessible to those outside of ergodic theory.
In §5 we tum to Markov chains and their classifications. We adopt the viewpoint and notation spelled out in § 1 of [MT] . Accordingly, Markov chains (~A' O'A' J1A) are defined by matrices A over Z+[exp]; we abbreviate (~A' O'A' J1A) to ~A' We have the basic invariants P A ' LlA' CAllA' due to [T, Kr, PS] . By choosing bases for suitable finitely generated (multiplicative) groups of exponentials, we can work over JR [xt, ... , x;] Note that sums and products of Handelman polynomials are Handelman. Let us write H for the subset of R consisting of Handelman polynomials and the zero polynomial. Let B be an n x n matrix over H. So every entry of B is either Handelman or zero. We refer to the elements of the indexing set {I, ... , n} of B as the states of B. As in the introduction, we assume that B is irreducible and, for XI' ... , x k > 0, define P(XI' ... , x k ) > 0 to be the maximum eigenvalue of B(xl' ... , x k ). We consider the case where P=PBER.
We say that a square matrix A is a submatrix of B if A is indexed by a subset of {I , ... , n} and, for elements I, J of this subset, both A(I, J) and B(I, J) -A(I , J) belong to H. We will prove the following. 
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] is numerically positive and 0: 
Corollary 3. If a (Laurent) polynomial P is the p:function of a matrix over H,
it is Handelman. Proof of Lemma 2. We first observe that it suffices to prove the lemma for the case v = (0, ... , 0, 1). Suppose the lemma holds in this case, and let v E Zk .
If v is the zero vector, then Pv = p and we have p(o:) > 0 as a result of the numerical positivity of r. Otherwise, we may assume that the entries of v are coprime. Extend v to a basis of Zk to find M E GL(k ,Z) which has v as its kth row. Consider P = M-I . Observe that v P = (0, ... , 0, 1). Let
under this change of variables a monomial n~=, x~j is sent to the monomial n~=, XJMW)j and, considering the respective exponents,
If necessary, we mUltiply p, each entry of f, and each
It then follows from the equation
It remains to establish the lemma for v = (0, ... , 0, 1) . In this case P v consists of the lowest y-degree terms of p; that is, Pv = Po/ , with 1= 6(p) , and our task is to prove po(a) 
JET} and T' = {J E T: 6(U(J)r(J)) = 6}. Clearly, T' =I-0. The lowest y-degree terms appearing in the sum "£.JET U(J)r(J) are given by
The danger is that the terms of the last sum could cancel out and render So the zero polynomial. We rule out this possibility. Let l' E T'. By assumption, 
It follows that So is nontrivial and
This fact and the equation pr(I) = LJET U(J)r(J) imply
Consider the order of (*) at 0:. By assumption, U (1) 
Suppose XA,(fJ)v(O:) > 0 for every submatrix A' of A whose size is strictly less than d. Then every nonzero entry Adj(fJI -A)(I, J) of Adj(fJI -A) has
Adj(fJI -A)(I, J)v(O:) > O.
If A is irreducible, Adj(fJI -A) has no zero entries and the above inequality is valid for every entry.
Proof. 
(This is exactly why we have an I th row expansion We use this bijection to partition the sum in (t) as
Hence,
In addition, if an entry A(K, y(K)) of A is nonzero, it is Handelman, so that Let C be the submatrix of B corresponding to S; that is, C is the submatrix of B obtained by deleting (the rows and columns of) the states outside of S.
We will show S = {I, ... , n} and conclude C = B. First we establish the desired result for submatrices of C. 
Observe that, by our inductive assumption and Lemma
3, we have Adj(PI -A)(I, J)v(O:) > 0 whenever the entry is nonzero. Similarly, whenever an entry U(I, J) is nonzero, it is Handelman and so U(I, J)v(O:) > O. It follows that every nonzero entry V(I, J) of V has V(I, J)v(O:) >
O. Moreover, no row of V is trivial, because X A (p)r' = V r and A =1= B. The proof of Theorem 1 contains the fact that S = {I , ... , n} , which means that, for any v E Zk and 0: E (~++)k , the multiplicity ma(r(I)v) is independent of I E {I , ... , n}. This gives the following strengthening of Lemma 2. 
Theorem 2. Let B be an irreducible n x n matrix over H such that fl = fl B is a (Laurent) polynomial. Let r be a numerically positive right eigenvector with polynomial entries. Suppose that for a state I, a nonempty subset T c {I , ... , n} ,polynomials U (J), JET, and a polynomial p we have pr(I) = L U(J)r(J).

FINITE EQUIVALENCE OF MARKOV CHAINS
We now tum to Markov chains. We adopt the viewpoint, terminology, and notation spelled out in § 1 of [MT] Prool. The p-function was established as an invariant of finite equivalent in [T] . For the converse, let P = P A = P B and use Corollary 1 to find a row vector I and a column vector r, both over lR++ [exp] , such that Ar = pr and IB = pI. Then the matrix F' = rl is over IR++ [exp] and, for every positive integer h, we have A(hF') = (hF')B . Moreover, for every e > 0, we can find a positive integer h such that every nonzero coefficient of every entry of hF'
is within e of a positive integer. For small enough e > 0, we obtain a matrix F over Z++ [exp] such that AF = F B . This, by (22) Proof. The pair (~, c~) was established as an invariant of almost block isomorphism in [PS] . As shown in (5.9) of [MT], the converse follows from Corollary 1 by (6.1) of [Ash] . 0 In the zero or one variable case (that is, when the defining matrices are over Z or Z[x±] As in §1 of [MT] , for a cycle y in the graph G(A) of A we denote by l(y), wtA(y) the length and weight, respectively, of y. The weight-per-symbol of y is defined to be wPSA(y) = 1(;) 10g(wtA(Y)). We will encounter in the sequel maps n: I. A -+ I.B which are continuous, shift-commuting, bounded-to-one, and weight-preserving in the following sense. There exists c E JR++ such that, for every cycle y in the graph G(A) of A, we have cwpsB(n(y)) = WPSA(Y). When n is injective, n is called an embedding, and the Markov chain I. A is a subsystem of I. B ; we denote this by n: I. 
is I-block, so that it is given by a map n: E(A) -+ E(B) from the edges E(A) of G(A) to E(B). Such a map
is called right resolving if, for e l E E(A) and 1; , 1; E E(B) with r(1;) = i(1;) and n(e l ) = f l , there exists at most one e 2 E E(A) with r(e l ) = i(e 2 ) and n(e 2 ) = 1;. Left resolving maps are similarly defined. Left and right resolving maps are necessarily bounded-to-one [AM] .
We remark that, as a result of the construction in (22) of [PT] , in Theorem 3 and its corollaries the finite equivalence may be chosen so that one of the maps is left resolving and the other is right resolving. We will next observe that the construction in (22) of [PT] works in a more general context. We say that I. A is finitely equivalent to a subsystem of I.B if there exists a Markov chain LA' a bounded-to-one block homomorphism I.A -+ I. A ' and a continuous, shift-commuting, bounded-to-one map LA -+ I.B which is weightpreserving in the above sense. We pause to elaborate on this definition. commuting, bounded-to-one, weight-preserving map. Then n(L A ) is a sofic system and, considering n as a map onto n (LA) and letting Jl be the measure induced on n(L A ) by Jl B , we have a measure-preserving map of (LA' JlA) onto the subsystem (n(L A ) , Jl). (In particular, if n is injective then (LA' JlA) is block isomorphic to (n (LA) , f.1) , so (LA' JlA) may be regarded as a subsystem of (L B ' Jl B) .) It follows from these observations that the statement that LA is finitely equivalent to a subsystem of LB may be visualized in two ways:
In the first of these pictures the bounded-to-one, continuous, shift-commuting, weight-preserving map n need not be onto. In the second picture n is a measure-preserving map onto the subsystem (n(L A ) , f.1) of (LB' f.1 B ). In each picture, ¢ is a bounded-to-one block homomorphism.
The proof of the following proposition is just like the construction in (22) The following gives dynamical characterizations of the condition that X A (fl) and the entries of Adj(flI -A) be Handelman. Note, in particular, the equivalence of (i), (iv), and (vii). 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Proposition 2, (i) implies (ii). It is clear that (iii) implies (iv) and (v) implies (vi).
(ii) '* (iii). We start with the first picture in Remark 3, tjJ being left resolving and n right resolving. According to Theorem 5 of [AMPT] is an embedding of LA into Ln.
(iv) '* (v) . This is established by arguing just like in the proof of (ii) '* (iii) , using Theorem 4 of [AMPT] instead of Theorem 5 of that paper.
(vi) '* (vii). Considering the embedding n: LA '--+ L n , let c E 1R++ be such that wpsA(Y) = cwpsn(n(y)) for all cycles y of A. With PAr and I B = P BI . Let F' = q rl. For every positive integer h, the difference c t (hF')B -A(hF') = hq(c l P B -P A)rl is over JR++ [exp] . Use an approximation argument, as at the end of the proof of Theorem 4, to find a nontrivial matrix F over Z+ [exp] such that c l F B -AF is over Z++ [exp] . D Example. For an application of the above, let a, b be multiplicatively independent elements of JR++ and, taking x = aI, y = b l , consider p(x, y) = 1+x+x4+2x2y and q(x,y)= 1+x+x4+xy+x3y + x 2/. Let B be a matrix over Z+ [exp] is not Handelman since it has (1 -X)2xy as a face. This contradiction shows that no Markov chain that is finitely equivalent to a subsystem of LB can have alp as its p-function. In particular, the Bernoulli shift based on p is not finitely equivalent to a subsystem of the Bernoulli shift based on q.
